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Justin Thomas 'sick of talking about' LIV Golf
Sportsnaut

Credit: Peter Casey-USA TODAY Sports

The questions about LIV Golf keep coming, and Justin Thomas became the latest player to express his exhaustion over the topic Tuesday.

“I think it’s very obvious why we’re sick of talking about it because it is, it’s taking away from a lot of — whether it’s great storylines or just great
things happening in the game of golf,” Thomas said at his pre-tournament press conference at The Open Championship at St Andrews.

“I mean, the U.S. Open was such a shame in the beginning of that week because there were so many other great storylines that should have been
going on, but instead it wasn’t. And I think that’s probably what some of the frustration is from guys, answering a lot of the same questions.”

But Thomas, who became a multi-major winner last May when he captured his second PGA Championship, told reporters he knew why they had
to keep asking questions about the story as more big-name golfers spurn the PGA Tour for the controversial LIV Golf Invitational Series.

“It’s a very, very tough thing because it is, it truly is one of those things that the more you talk about it, the more traction it gets,” Thomas said.
“But obviously y’all want to know how we feel, and we want to know how other people feel, other players.

“I understand why y’all ask, like you have to. It’s a part of your job. And you just genuinely want to know. Just like we want to know when we ask
our friends, our peers, any of y’all what you think.”

The LIV series is now two events into its inaugural season, but the run-up to the final major of the men’s golf calendar has not been completely
distraction-free. LIV CEO Greg Norman, a two-time Open champion, was asked not to attend the celebration of champions this week so that focus
could remain on the major.

Thomas, for his part, said he has not been swayed to consider leaving the PGA Tour.

“It’s just a part of it, and it’s the unfortunate spot and time that we’re at right now,” the world No. 7 said. “But hopefully there will be a time and a
place where we can just focus on and talk about the event going on and not some other stuff elsewhere.”

–Field Level Media

Justin Thomas 'sick of talking about' LIV Golf https://sportsnaut.com/justin-thomas-sick-of-talking-about-liv-golf/
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Talor Gooch thought he would play one LIV
event, then come back to PGA Tour

By  Rex Hoggard July 15, 2022 at 9:13 AM

ST. ANDREWS, Scotland – When it comes to LIV Golf, there’s more fiction than fact.
Who is going to play the Saudi-backed league, how much they are getting paid and why
they would leave the PGA Tour is all the root of rampant speculation.

Following his second round at The Open, Talor Gooch lifted the veil, however slightly,
on some of those questions. Specifically, he explained how his plan for a one-off start
on the breakaway league turned into a full commitment.

“Historically the Tour has not done that [suspend players indefinitely]. So based on the
history, that was my expectations,” he said when asked why he decided to join LIV Golf
full time.

Gooch, who shot a second-round 69 at St. Andrews, said his original plan was to only
play the first LIV event in London, but he changed his mind when “the Tour suspended
me.” There’s some question as to what Gooch didn’t understand. Tour commissioner
Jay Monahan had been rather clear on how players who defied tournament regulations
and played the LIV events would be treated, including at a player meeting in February
at the Honda Classic.

“[Monahan] made it clear right off the top that if you’re going to play [the Super Golf
League] walk out that door now,” said one player who attended that meeting. “He
made the ban seem like it was in all capital letters.”

Gooch said he hoped that the game’s established tours and organizations could find a
way to coexist with the LIV circuit and that he hopes to be able to play the PGA Tour
again. He also addressed his comments at last month’s LIV event in Portland, Ore.,
where he compared the crowds and the atmosphere to a Ryder Cup.

“A bunch of players came up, and they're like really? Really? I was like, hold on a
second, guys. Give me a little break. I just won. I was in the moment,” he laughed. “I
might have gotten a little aggressive with the comments … Maybe a little aggressive of
a comment. Rightfully so, I've taken a little bit of heat for it.”

Talor Gooch thought he would play one LIV event, then come back to ... https://www.golfchannel.com/news/talor-gooch-thought-he-would-play...
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Families of 9/11 victims protest LIV Golf
Tournament being held at Trump Country Club
New Jersey
ByAnthony Johnson via Tuesday, July 26, 2022

BEDMINSTER, New Jersey (WABC) -- Families that lost loved ones on 9/11 are outraged over the
sponsor of a golf tournament just a short drive away from where the towers stood.

The LIV Golf Tournament is taking place some 50 miles from the sight of the World Trade Center
tragedy at the Trump Country Club in Bedminster, New Jersey.

And families affected by the tragedy are disgusted that the Saudi Arabian government is sponsoring the
event.

Get Eyewitness News delivered to your inbox daily

Sign up for our daily newsletter

They are calling this a public relations stunt to change the image of the Saudi government.

These families say the crown prince of Saudi Arabia doesn't care about the sport but is attempting to
white-wash history.

And they think this could also be a political move, with the Saudi government using its oil influence to
try to change its image.

"The crown prince of Saudi Arabia Mohammed bin Salman is exploiting them to improve the Saudi
kingdom's image in the U.S. by associating the kingdom with a respected and time-honored sport,
National Chair of 9/11 Families United Terry Strada said. "To distract attention from its role in
unleashing extremism on the world, terrorizing our children, murdering our loved ones, and injuring
thousands of survivors."

The families are calling this effort "sport washing" and are deeply concerned that pro golfers like Phil
Mickelson, Dustin Johnson, Bryson Dechambeau, and Sergio Garcia are becoming a mouthpiece for the

Families of 9/11 victims protest LIV Golf Tournament being held at Tr... https://abc7ny.com/911-family-victims-liv-golf-tournament-trump-coun...
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Saudis.

And they are upset with former President Donald Trump for hosting the event.

The families believe President Biden should hold the Saudi prince accountable for 9/11 and are calling
the money being given to the golfers blood money.

These families of the 9/11 victims are inviting the golfers to meet with them and are hoping fans will
not show up this weekend for the event.

MORE NEWS: New York City correction officers charged after attempted suicide at Rikers

----------

* Get Eyewitness News Delivered

* Follow us on YouTube

* More local news

* Send us a news tip

* Download the abc7NY app for breaking news alerts Submit a News Tip

Copyright © 2022 WABC-TV. All Rights Reserved.
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LIV Golf League to expand to 14 events, increase total
purse to $405 million beginning in 2023

It took Tony Finau eight years to accumulate his first two PGA Tour wins. His next two took just 
eight days.

Finau touched off his second consecutive PGA Tour win at the Rocket Mortgage Classic on Sunday 
at Detroit Golf Club by five strokes over Cameron Young, Taylor Pendrith and Patrick Cantlay after 
winning the 3M Open the Sunday prior. In the process, he continues to shed his reputation as a 
competitor who is always in the mix but rarely capable of closing out PGA Tour events.

That was always the big knock on Big Tone. He strung together 39 top 10s on the PGA Tour 
between his first win in 2016 at the Puerto Rico Open and his next one at the 2021 Northern Trust. 
He didn't even play 39 tournaments until his next two victories. So whether the labels were fair or 
not, which is a hotly debated golf nerd topic, it has become clear they are no longer applicable.

Winning is largely overrated on the PGA Tour when determining the best players in a given stretch, 
but over the course of a career, winning absolutely matters. Nobody, not even Finau, thinks 
otherwise. And to be considered one of the better players in the world, he needed to add to his 
meager collection of Ws, even if it happened at a couple of lesser events at the end of the summer.

You can credit Finau's recent winning windfall to a lot of different factors, but the man in the arena 
says it's the byproduct of keeping his head down and continuing to grind.

"I'm proud of the way that I fought through adversity through my career and now I'm a back-to-
back champion," said Finau on Sunday in Detroit. "That's what happens. They say a winner is just a 
loser that just kept on trying, and that's me to a T. How many times do I lose? But one thing I won't 
do is give up and I'm only here as a winner because I chose not to give up and just keep going."

Grinding with a great attitude alone never won anybody anything, of course. While it's true that 
Finau took down two of the weaker fields of the season, it's also true that he's raised his game in 
final rounds -- he ranks second on the PGA Tour in fourth-round scoring average this season -- and 
is playing better with the lead than he has in the past. According to Data Golf, when entering the 
final round of an event inside the top three, Finau has put together his two best and three of his 
nine best performances ever in the final round of tournaments over the last six weeks. He won two 
of them.

LIV Golf League to expand to 14 events, increase total purse to $405 mi... https://www.cbssports.com/golf/news/liv-golf-league-to-expand-to-14-e...
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Data Golf

This is emblematic of the quality of golf Finau has been playing. After starting the first four months
of the year in a bit of a slump -- Finau ranked outside the top 70 in strokes gained, behind players
like Matthew NeSmith and Denny McCarthy -- Finau has picked up the pace. Since the day before
the Mexico Open, where he finished runner up, Finau ranks No. 4 in the world in strokes gained
behind Rory McIlroy, Xander Schauffele and Matt Fitzpatrick.

His recent run is even more astounding: three top-two finishes in his last six starts and a stretch
starting at the 3M last week where he shot 67-68-65-67-64-66-65-67. It doesn't matter what the
course looks or plays like, when you go eight rounds and your worst score is 68, that's about the
highest level of golf imaginable.

Finau has always been considered one of the best people in professional golf. With five kids and an
entire community behind him (see video below), his professional endeavors have always seemed to
be less about money and fame and more about family and unadulterated delight in the game. That
made it even more enjoyable to see him come a bit undone on Sunday after winning his second
straight tournament.

"My kids, they see the work that dad puts in," he said on Sunday while getting choked up. "The
sacrifice I make for our family. The time it takes to be great at something. It means everything to
me that my kids can watch me not only fail but watch me win as well. That's what it takes to be a
champion."

Finau is a champion, and with the momentum he's consolidated, you could make the argument he's
now the favorite to win something he's never won before -- the FedEx Cup. The only two players
who are arguably playing at a higher clip than Finau right now are McIlroy and Schauffele, but with
his win on Sunday, Finau moved into the No. 7 spot in the FedEx Cup points race and will be on the
short list of favorites to win East Lake at the end of August.

"Another goal is to win the FedExCup, and I put myself in position to do that," said Finau on
Sunday. "Scottie's going to be extremely hard to catch. Sam Burns, those guys have had

LIV Golf League to expand to 14 events, increase total purse to $405 mi... https://www.cbssports.com/golf/news/liv-golf-league-to-expand-to-14-e...
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unbelievable seasons. I think Cameron Smith is up there. Those guys will be hard to catch, but the
way the points work in the FedExCup, you're able to race up that, climb that ladder pretty fast. I at
least have given myself a chance to do that. I think I've been quoted saying it many times before, a
week can change your life. I guess when you look at mine, two weeks is now back-to-back weeks has
now changed my life and it's a great feeling

Much will depend, of course, on how the first two playoff events unfold, but with the way Finau is
playing and the confidence and momentum he has rolling downhill right now, the winning might
not be over. In fact, it might just be getting started.

LIV Golf League to expand to 14 events, increase total purse to $405 mi... https://www.cbssports.com/golf/news/liv-golf-league-to-expand-to-14-e...
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Greg Norman opens up to Post about LIV Golf, 'blood
money' controversy, PGA Tour fight

Mark Cannizzaro

Greg Norman sat poolside on Wednesday at Trump Bedminster ahead of LIV Golf’s third event since
its recent inception.

The 67-year-old Aussie, a two-time major championship winner whose length of reign as the No. 1
ranked player in the world was only outdone by Tiger Woods, looked relaxed, satisfied and bubbling
with anticipation for the week as he spoke exclusively to The Post about an array of topics related to
the controversial Saudi-backed tour.

Norman, the face of LIV Golf as its CEO and commissioner, held no punches back as he spoke about
LIV Golf’s place in the ecosystem of the sport, the pushback by the PGA Tour, his personal battle with
the PGA Tour that dates back to the ’90s, the marquee players LIV has signed and his own legacy in the
sport. He, too, pushed back at those critical of him and the players taking the Saudi money.

Q: How do you feel about how quickly LIV Golf has come about and the current
momentum the tour has generated?

A: One word: Product. We knew how good the product was, because of the business model. It was
about getting the product to show itself. In six rounds of golf (the first two events, in London and
Portland, Ore.), look at what we’ve done to change the perception of what LIV was all about. The
players and the fans have spoken and we couldn’t be happier. Each week, we build the product better
and better and better. That’s our goal. Our runway is a really long one to keep building, because every
week is different.

Greg Norman opens up to Post about LIV Golf, 'blood money' controver... https://nypost.com/2022/07/28/greg-norman-opens-up-about-liv-golf-bl...

8/7/2022, 2:40 PM
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Greg Norman with Donald Trump (r.), Dustin Johnson (second from left) and Bryson
DeChambeau (l.) at the LIV Golf pro-am Thursday at Trump Bedminster.
AP

Q: What is your anticipation about the energy level this week playing in the New York
market?

A: Look, this was a market we were going to focus on immediately, because the PGA Tour wasn’t
focused on it. They’re not playing in New York, New Jersey, Boston, Chicago, which is insane. So, we
wanted to make sure that we brought our product to this market, and New York City is obviously the
home of the CEOs and the institutional money. So, it was logical that we get here sooner than later.

Q: What do you think the atmosphere at Trump Bedminster will be like?

A: Going into Portland (the second event) I was nervous because of all the white noise, and it just
turned out to be white noise. Coming here it’s a little bit different because it’s President Trump’s
property. I was more nervous for Portland than London (the first event) just because of the sentiment

Greg Norman opens up to Post about LIV Golf, 'blood money' controver... https://nypost.com/2022/07/28/greg-norman-opens-up-about-liv-golf-bl...
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from the senator (Oregon Senator Ron Wyden) and how he was going against us — for all wrong
reasons.

(Editor’s note: Last month, Wyden accused the Saudi government of sports washing, telling the
Associated Press, “It’s just a page out of the autocrats’ playbook covering up injustices by misusing
athletics in hopes of normalizing their abuses.”)

Greg Norman (r.) with Jared Kushner on Thursday at Trump Bedminster.
Daniel William McKnight

Q: Are you surprised by how many top players, such as Bryson DeChambeau, Brooks
Koepka and Dustin Johnson, have signed on already?

A: The answer is no, because the number of conversations I’ve had with all the top players and their
understanding of my mindset from three different categories — a player’s category, a brand-building
category and from a CEO’s category. From a player’s category, they knew I had their back. For 45
years, I went through every piece of crap these players are going through, because there was only one

Greg Norman opens up to Post about LIV Golf, 'blood money' controver... https://nypost.com/2022/07/28/greg-norman-opens-up-about-liv-golf-bl...
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institution in the game (the PGA Tour) and it was so unfair on us, on the players. So, I’m like a dog
with a bone from a player’s perspective.

Q: What is your reaction to the criticism that has come about taking money from Saudi
Arabia, which has such poor human rights records and policy?

A: We are not a political organization. We are here to play golf, serve fans, grow the game, and give
additional opportunities to players. I also have seen firsthand the good that golf can do around the
world, and Saudi Arabia is no different.

Greg Norman with Ivanka Trump, Jared Kushner and their children on Thursday.
Daniel William McKnight

Q: What do you say to the families of the 9/11 victims who’ve accused LIV Golf of taking
“blood money,” citing that 15 of the 19 hijackers were from Saudi Arabia?

A: I offer my deepest sympathy to the families of 9/11. My heart goes out to anyone affected by that

Greg Norman opens up to Post about LIV Golf, 'blood money' controver... https://nypost.com/2022/07/28/greg-norman-opens-up-about-liv-golf-bl...
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tragedy. While some may not agree, I continue to believe that golf is a force for good around the world,
and that includes Saudi Arabia.

Q: Since the start, you’ve insisted the mission has not been about taking the PGA Tour
down, but wanting to work with them. Do you still see a coexistence between LIV Golf
and the PGA Tour with compromise on both sides?

A: One hundred percent. We have no intention to try to destroy the PGA Tour. Every step of the way
we’ve built our model to work within the ecosystem and give everybody the opportunity to work within
that ecosystem. It’s pro golf. There’s such a simple solution, it’s ridiculous. I can’t talk about it, because
it’s a process we’ve gone through with our legal team knowing everything that’s in the rules and
regulations. But it’s not a hard fix, it’s really not. And the longer they do it (suspend players), the less
we’re worried about it because we have more people coming in and wanting to invest.

Q: The biggest negative to this is the best players in the game have become separated
because of the PGA Tour suspensions. Is that a concern of yours?

A: It is split now because of the way the PGA Tour put the stake on the ground. If the PGA Tour came
to us when we reached out to them to understand what our business model is, walk them through it,
we wouldn’t be in this place. Like in any business deal, you sit down and you see what they have to
offer. “OK, I like all of it, I like some of it, I don’t like any of it.’’ If you don’t like any of it, it’s, “OK, how
do we work to fix it?” I’m not that experienced at business, but I’ve never seen anybody approach it like
this. So, if (PGA Tour commissioner Jay Monahan) had done it in the beginning, he would have seen
many, many opportunities.

Q: Regarding Monahan, are you still as willing now as you were then to work with the
PGA Tour?

A: If he wants to come and sit down right here right now, I’d sit down with him and say, “OK Jay,
what’s your problem? What are your issues?”

Greg Norman opens up to Post about LIV Golf, 'blood money' controver... https://nypost.com/2022/07/28/greg-norman-opens-up-about-liv-golf-bl...
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PGA Tour commissioner Jay Monahan
Getty Images

Q: Is there a part of you that’s surprised that Monahan and the PGA Tour didn’t take LIV
Golf more seriously?

A: You’ve got to remember, I’ve got their playbook from ’94-95 (when Norman tried to start a world
tour). They’ve almost played it back to the T. It’s almost identical. It’s almost a mirror, step-by-step —
even to a comment they made about the DOJ (Department of Justice, which announced recently it’s
investigating the PGA Tour for its suspension of players who are playing in LIV events), saying, “We’ve
done this before and we’re confident we can do it again.” It’s a totally different world today than it was
back then. And, oh, by the way, there’s one person who’s been in the middle of it twice now and knows
the playbook, and that’s me. What they did in ’94 (thwart Norman in starting a world tour), they think
they can do again. We’ll see how it plays out.

Q: What were the things PGA Tour did in ’94 to thwart your efforts to start a world tour?

Greg Norman opens up to Post about LIV Golf, 'blood money' controver... https://nypost.com/2022/07/28/greg-norman-opens-up-about-liv-golf-bl...
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A: Lobbying. When the FTC (Federal Trade Commission) investigated the PGA Tour back then, they
interviewed me and I told them exactly what I wanted to do and how I wanted to include the players
and get them equity and players were still going to play on the PGA Tour and that it wasn’t one or the
other. The FTC at the time voted 4-0 to investigate the PGA Tour. (Then commissioner Tim) Finchem
went to (Capitol Hill) and lobbied. He was a lobbyist (campaign chairman) for (former Presidential
candidate Walter) Mondale.

Q: What’s your knowledge of what the PGA Tour is doing now to fight LIV Golf?

A: We know now that the PGA Tour is lobbying the Hill hard right now. We even know how much
money they’re spending. It worked for them in the past and they’re hoping it’s going to work for them
now. If they want to fire a serve across the net at me at 140 [mph], it’s coming back at them at 150. It’s
coming back at you, man. It ain’t a block. It’s ain’t a slice. It’s coming back at you harder and you better
have your s–t together.

Q: What is your confidence about the outcome of the DOJ investigation?

A: It’s hard to say. They’ve got to go through their process. We feel very, very, very good about our
position and our case and our rights. The product is speaking for itself.

Q: What do you make of the perception that because you tried to start that world tour in
the ’90s, fighting Deane Beaman and Tim Finchem, this is a continuation of a vendetta?

A: Look, that’s a very easy, shallow comment to make. It’s an easy out. This whole notion about me and
Finchem, Beaman and Monahan, is it true? Yeah, to a degree it is true, because I did challenge them on
player rights.

Q: What drives you most about your involvement in LIV Golf?

A: Maybe my legacy is this, not what I did on the golf course. What I did on the golf course gave me the
opportunity to see this chance and allowed me to do this.

Q: What’s your take on the public berating Phil Mickelson has taken since joining LIV
Golf?

Q: What’s your take on the public berating Phil Mickelson has taken since joining LIV
Golf?

A: Well, they needed a piñata, right? The negative people needed someone to take a swing at.
Obviously, the thing that was written (by writer Alan Shipnuck in what Mickelson said was a “private
conversation” — which Shipnuck denied — during which he called the Saudis “scary motherf–kers”
and saying he was using LIV as leverage against the PGA Tour) that was one of the biggest obstacles
ever thrown at (Mickelson). I feel sorry for Phil, I feel sorry it got out there. I feel sorry for Phil if it’s in
any way true, then he put himself in a really tough position. And I’m happy for Phil, because he
understood the value of what LIV could do for him and where he wanted to go and look at the future.
He was polarizing with the Tour because he realized his market value was underutilized.
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Phil Mickelson
Getty Images

Q: What is your relationship with Mickelson?

A: It wasn’t a close relationship before he signed on. Since he’s come on board, he’s engaged, he’s in.
Phil sends me long texts and thanks me. On a communicative level, he’s probably in touch more than
any other player.

Q: Can LIV Golf ever recreate the drama the big tournaments produce, the way they
matter, particularly in the final rounds?

A: We’ll build into it. It’s just like the transition of the Ryder Cup. When it was UK against the U.S., it
was a butcher show. It wasn’t even a competition. When they opened it up to expand to the European
players, it became a competition and the Ryder Cup took off.

Q: How important is it to LIV that one of the marquee stars wins an event, maybe even
this week?

A: Of course, we want that. It’s going to happen. It’s like how great it would have been if one of the LIV
players won the (British) Open. They will win, and when they do win it’ll go up another level.
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Donald Trump (l.) and Greg Norman (r.) on Thursday.
AP

Q: There are constant rumors of more players coming to LIV once the PGA Tour season
is complete, including Bubba Watson. What do you see your roster looking like in two
months?

A: There’s more stuff coming. The best way for me to answer that is we wouldn’t have put the
announcement out today about launching the league (in 2023) if there wasn’t a very clear indicator of
how solid we feel about the players we’ll have going into next year.

Q: How do you see the World Ranking points situation unfolding, with all of the key
figures on the board being heads of organizations that are anti-LIV (PGA Tour, USGA,
PGA of America, R&A, Augusta National)?

A: That’s a good question. The person who’s at the helm is extremely intelligent and understanding
about growing the game of golf — Peter Dawson (the former head of the R&A). He gets it. Peter and I
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have had open discussions about this. I flew to Scotland to sit down and have dinner with him. He has
our application, so he’ll go through the right process to get it there. We brought up recusing Monahan
and (Keith) Pelley (the DP World Tour commissioner) and (Martin) Slumbers (who heads the R&A)
and everybody who’s had a negative comment about LIV, and they cannot vote. They can’t. From an
OWGR (Official World Golf Rankings) standpoint, if I’m in (Dawson’s) shoes, I’m getting independent
legal advice.

Q: Everyone is waiting for Augusta National to weigh in, yet their top man, Fred Ridley,
has been silent.

A: I spoke to Fred Ridley. They’ve weighed in pretty hard against (LIV). The majors should stay
Switzerland, they have a responsibility for one event, not a league. But it also tells you is there a cabal
there? This is the slippery slope you go down about what LIV is starting to expose.

Greg Norman opens up to Post about LIV Golf, 'blood money' controver... https://nypost.com/2022/07/28/greg-norman-opens-up-about-liv-golf-bl...
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